
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HM900 External Hard Drive 

The HM900 offers large external storage and more. It's designed with multimedia in mind, especially video content 

and TV recording, with simultaneous record and playback. Available in up to 6TB, it delivers ample room for your 

favorite shows and movies even in Ultra HD, including cherished home video. Convenience is a top priority with 

auto-scheduled recording and saving plus one-touch backup. Big and easy to use, the HM900 is the spacious storage 

media enthusiasts need. 

Compromise-free simultaneous record and 

playback 
Long-anticipated sporting event or special occasion on TV 

happening at the same time as a favorite program or 

movie? No problem. With the HM900 you can watch one 

while recording the other to enjoy later. You don't have 

to give up great experiences, and it's perfect for sharing 

content with friends and family at a time that best suits 

everyone. 

 

Shock and vibration-sensing data 

protection 
The HM900 features smart shock and vibration sensors 

that automatically switch to data protection mode if the 

drive is subjected to sudden movements, falls, or 

shocks. It stops drive activity when a shock is detected, 

and auto-resumes when back to normal, all clearly 

shown by LED indicators.  

 

 



 

  

 

 

Capacity keeps up with the times and your 

needs 
Content keeps getting larger as quality gets better, with 

Ultra HD 4K increasingly popular. The HM900 is offered 

in 2TB, 3TB, 4TB, and 6TB, so you can choose the size 

and budget that's suitable for you. Whichever you pick, 

you're assured a combination of capacity and reliability 

for your videos, music, phots, and all other data.  

   

 

 

Features 
● Supports TV Recording Function 

● One-Touch Smart Backup And Synchronizing 

● More Capacity You Want 

● G-Shock Sensor Protection 

● AES 256 Encryption 

 

Specifications 
●Interface: USB3.0, backward compatible 

with USB 2.0 

● Color: Black 

● Capacity: 2TB/3TB/4TB/6TB 

● Dimensions (L x W x H): 

190.0 x 121.0 x 36.5mm (7.48 x 4.76 x 1.44in) 

● Weight: 

2TB: 842g(29.7oz)±8% 

3TB: 851g(30.01oz)±8% 

4TB: 895g(31.57oz)±8% 

6TB: 996g(35.13oz)±8% 

● Warranty: 3 years 

 

Ordering Information 

Capacity Model Number EAN Code 

2TB AHM900-2TU3-CUSBK 4712366962354 

2TB AHM900-2TU3-CUKBK 4712366962361 

2TB AHM900-2TU3-CEUBK 4712366962378 

2TB AHM900-2TU3-CAUBK 4712366962385 

3TB AHM900-3TU3-CUSBK 4712366962392 

3TB AHM900-3TU3-CUKBK 4712366962408 

3TB AHM900-3TU3-CEUBK 4712366962415 

3TB AHM900-3TU3-CAUBK 4712366962422 

4TB AHM900-4TU3-CUSBK 4712366962439 

4TB AHM900-4TU3-CUKBK 4712366962446 

4TB AHM900-4TU3-CEUBK 4712366962453 

4TB AHM900-4TU3-CAUBK 4712366962460 

6TB AHM900-6TU3-CUSBK 4712366962514 

6TB AHM900-6TU3-CUKBK 4712366962521 

6TB AHM900-6TU3-CEUBK 4712366962538 

6TB AHM900-6TU3-CAUBK 4712366962545 

 

  

 

 

 


